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Abstract--We consider the problem of the wave field continuation and recovering of coefficients 
for the wave equation in a bounded omain in A n, n > 1. The inverse data is a response operator 
mapping Neumann boundary data into Dirichlet ones. The reconstruction procedure is local. This 
means that, observing boundary response for larger times, we may recover coefficients deeper in the 
domain. The approach isbased upon ideas and results of the boundary control theory, yielding some 
natural multidimensional nalogs of the classical Gel'fand-Levitan-Krein quations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Inverse problems (IP) under consideration are related to the well-posed initial-boundary value 
problem for the wave equation 
put t -  d iv (pVu)+qu- -O  in f~x(0 ,T ) ,  (1.1) 
Ul~<o = 0, (1.2) 
0u 
p ~--~VlrxtO.TI -- f ,  (1.3) 
in a bounded domain fl E A n. Its solution is denoted by uY(z , t ) .  The problem (1.1)-(1.3) 
originates a response operator R : f ~ ufr x to.T! and a control operator W : f ~ u ! (., T). We are 
interested in the following IP: given a response operator R, recover coefficients in (1.1). More 
exactly, we suggest a procedure for solving three IP: (i) to recover p for p = 1, q = 0; (ii) to 
recover p for p - 1, q -- 0 and (iii) to recover q for p = p = 1. An important stage of the procedure 
is determination of the control operator W via given R. Determination of W appears to be a 
particular problem which we call the wave field continuation (WFC) problem. Formulation of 
the IP and WFC problem will be made more precise below. 
In recent years, there appeared numerous papers devoted to boundary IP. So we mention only 
those approaches that are more or less similar to the approach proposed in this paper. Recovery 
of coefficients in a domain, via a given boundary operator of the type of the response one, is 
considered in [1-9] (see also literature cited there). Multidimensional IP in time-domain are 
discussed in [10-15]. 
An essential property of the proposed procedure is the property of locality (causality). Namely, 
if we know the response operator for larger T, then we are able to recover coefficients for z lying 
deeper in fL The requirement of the procedure to be local reflects some essential features of 
the wave propagation governed by Equation (1.1). A. S. Blagovestchensky was the first to put 
forward the local approach for the classical one-dimensional IP for an inhomogeneous string [16]. 
Later, [17,18] he elaborated it for the matrix Sturm-Liouville IP and IP in layered media. 
We kindly acknowledge our debt to our colleagues A.S. Blagovestchensky, A. Katchalov and other members of the 
Seminar On Inverse Problems of LOMIfor fruitful discussions and valuable remarks and to Ms. T.C. Starshynova 
for her help to one of the authors while preparing this paper. We are grateful to Prof. A.G. Ramm for his genial 
proposal to write this article. 
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The approach under consideration was put forward by M. I. Belishev [19] and was developed 
in [20-31]. It is based upon some ideas and results of the boundary control theory [32-34] and 
may be considered as an extension of the local approach to the multidimensional case. Let us 
note that locality is also appropriate to approaches considered in [35,36]. 
Let us discuss briefly the content and results of the article. Previous works [19-31] concern 
mostly the problem of recovering p. In the present paper, we propose a variant of the approach 
suitable also for recovering p and q. The work may be conventionally divided into three parts. 
The first one includes precise formulation of the problems under consideration (Section 2) and a 
discussion of some necessary direct results. In Section 3, we introduce systems (ft, p, p, q) available 
to the approach. They are described in terms of boundary control theory and are called normal 
systems. Ray coordinates and some of their properties are discussed in Section 4. In this article, 
we restrict ourselves to the description of the inversion procedure in the boundary layer where 
ray coordinates are regular. We should like to emphasize that this restriction is made only for 
sirn. plicity and may be removed by the same considerations a in [27] (see also Subsection 12.1). 
Some results on the propagation of discontinuities are described in Section 5. 
An operator outline of the approach is considered in the second part of the paper. In Section 6, 
we introduce an operator C T playing a crucial role in the work. It determines an isometry between 
the outer space of boundary controls and the inner space of waves. Linear equations of IP are 
deduced in Section 7. They are due to the relevant problems of boundary control and appear to 
be some natural multidimensional analogs of the classical equations of Gel'fand-Levitan-Krein. 
In Section 8, we reconstruct the so called weighted wave fields, i.e., waves multiplied by a function 
determined by ray geometry. Let us emphasize that the procedure of the weighted wave fields 
reconstruction may be extended to hyperbolic equations of more general types. 
In the third part, we give solutions to the IP described in (i)-(iii). Namely, we recover p, p and 
q in Sections 9, 10, and 11, respectively. Some concluding remarks are considered in Section 12. 
The Appendix contains demonstrations of some auxiliary statements. 
2. FORMULAT ION OF PROBLEMS 
2.1. Initial-Boundary Value Problem 
Let us consider the problem 
put t -  d iv (pVu)+qu=O 
Ul,<o = O, 
g O~UIET = f ,  
in QT, (2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
in a bounded omain f~ C R n with a simple-connected boundary r : = Of/E C °o . Coefficients p, p 
and q are the functions of the class Coo(~), p, p > const > 0; QT : = f~ x (0, T); ~T : = r x (0, T); 
v = u(7 ) is an outward normal to the boundary at the point 7 E I"; 0u = 0/0v. Function 
f = f (7, t )  is called (boundary) control, f EFT := L2(~T). 
REMARK 2.1. All functional spaces in the article are real. 
The solution u = ul (z , t ) ,  (z,t) = (z l , . . . , zn , t )  E QT, for the problem (2.1)-(2.3) is re- 
garded in the sense of L2(QT). Its definition as well as theorems of existence and uniqueness 
are given in [33]. Let us describe some properties of u ! necessary for further considerations 
(see e.g., [33,37]): 
(i) The mapping f ~ u ! is continuous from F T into C([0,T], L2(fl)). 
(ii) For every f E F T, there exists the trace u(s z E F T and the mapping f ~ u(s T is 
continuous. 
(iii) For f E C~°(ET), the solution u! is a classical one; u ! E COO(QT). 
We call (f~, p, p, q) a system with density p, tension # and stiffness q, these notations correspond 
to the well-known mechanical interpretation of the problem. The solution u ! represents the wave 
initiated by the boundary control f and propagating towards the interior of fL The value of the 
function c := p-1/2 #1/2 at the point z E f~ coincides with the wave velocity at this point. 
The space of controls F T is called the outer space. 
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g.g. Response Operator 
The initial-boundary 
F T ..., F T, 
value problem (2.1)-(2.3) originates the response operator R T : 
R T f : = u~r r . (2.4) 
In view of (ii) of Section 2.1, R T is a continuous linear operator in F T. In what follows, 
operator R T is taken to be the inverse data (ID) for the IP under consideration. 
There are two usual ways of the operator R T representation: 
(i) Let us consider (2.1)-(2.3) with an instantaneous point source on the boundary 
f = 6(7, 7')6(t) where 6(',7') is a surface &function on r; sup 6(., 7') = {7'}. Its so- 
lution u66(z, 7', t) has the meaning of the Green's function, i.e., 
uY(z,t)  = [ drT, dt' u" (z ,7 ' , t  - t ' ) .  f(7',t ') ,  
JF x to,t] 
so that 
f r  dr~,at' r('r, r ' ,  t - t ' ) .  f(7', t') [R T f](7,t) = ×[o,t] (2.5) 
where r :  = u~: T . 
(ii) Let us consider the eigenvalues {A~}~°=I and corresponding eigenfunctions {¢k)~°=1 of the 
elliptic boundary value problem 
L¢:  - -  [__p-1. div (~tV)+p-lq] d=A~,  in tq (2.6) 
0~¢tr = o. (2.7) 
Functions {¢k}k°°__l, normalized by 
a dzp(z) ¢,(x) Ck(z) - 61k, ( i , k -  1,2, . . . )  (2.8) 
form an orthonormal basis in H := L2,p(G). Operator R T may he represented via the given 
spectrum {Ak}~°=l and traces of eigenfunctions on the boundary {~bklr }~°=1 
[R T/](-l,t) = [Jr×r0,,1 
2.3. Reduced Problems 
The family of the "reduced" problems analogous to (2.1)-(2.3) is defined as the problems 
putt - div (p Vu) + qu = 0, in qq (0 < ~ < T), (2.10) 
Ul,<0 = 0 (2.11) 
pavUlr t = f (2.12) 
where control f E F ¢ := L2(~¢). Let T~_¢ : I;'¢ ~ F T be a time-delay operator 
0, 0 < t < T -~,  (2.13) 
[7"~-¢ f ] (7 ' t )=fT -¢(7 ' t ) :=  f (7,t  - (T -  ~)), T-~<t<T.  
As coefficients of Equation (2.1) don't depend on t then the time-delay of the control yields the 
same time-delay of the corresponding wave 
ul (z ,~)  = u l r - t (x ,T ) ,  z e f~. (2.14) 
In view of the definition of R T (2.4), equality (2.14) restricted to the boundary ields 
n¢ = [z~_¢]" n T 7-~_¢, (2.15) 
where R ~ is a response operator for the reduced problem (2.10)-(2.12). 
Subspaces of controls delayed by T - 
FT_¢:=TT_~F ¢= {f  6F  T:  f=0 ,  for t <T-~}CF T (2.16) 
are invariant with respect o R T, i.e., R T FTT_¢ C FTT_¢. 
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2.4. Eikonai 
Operator L (2.6) induces the Riemannien metric on f~ 
d(x,z') := in f /  c- l(~) IdCl, (2.17) 
Jzt 
where c = p-l~2 ~1/2 is the wave velocity and infimum is taken over the set of all piecewise smooth 
curves 1[=, ='] in ~, connecting x and x'. The distance d(x, z') is equal to the wave propagation 
time from = to z'. 
The function 
7"(z) := inf d(x, 7) = distal(z, F) (2.18) 
7EF 
is called eikonal. 
As Equation (2.1) is hyperbolic, the velocity of the wave propagation is finite. The set 
~:= {z e f~ : r(z) < ~} (0 < ~ < T) (2.19) 
coincides with the subdomain of f~ filled with the waves from I' at t = ~, i.e., 
h~ = U sup u't(.,~) = U sup uY(.,T), (0 < ¢ < T) (2.20) 
1eF~ y~FT_~ 
(see (2.14) and Figure 1). The time needed for the wave from the boundary to fill the whole 
is given by T, : - max=~n r(z). 
Figure 1. Domains fie filled with waves. 
2.5. Inverse Problems 
Let H := L2,p(~2) be a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(y, Z)H = / dz p(z) y(x) z(x) 
Jn 
and let H T be a subspace of H 
(2.21) 
H T : = {y 6 H : sup y 6 ~T}. 
In view of the property (i) of Section 2.1 and (2.20), waves uY(.,T) belong to H w. We call H T 
the inner space for the system (f~, p, p, q). 
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The problem (2.1)-(2.3) originates a control operator W T : F T ---. H T, 
wT  f : = u ! (., T). (2.22) 
In view of the property (i) of Section 2.1, operator W T is a continuous linear operator from F T 
to H T. 
REMARK 2.2. It may be obtained by means of the results of [37] that W T is compact. 
In the article we consider the following IP: 
(i) Given a response operator R 2T to recover W T and the tension Plot for the system 
1, 0); 
(ii) Given a response operator R 2T to recover W T and the density PIQT for the system 
(f~, p, 1, 0); 
(iii) Given a response operator R 2T to recover W T and the stiffness ql~T for the system 
(~, 1, 1, q). 
Let us give heuristic reasons for the time doubling in the formulation of the problems (i)-(iii). 
The system's response observed on F for 0 < t < 2T is quite determined by the behavior of the 
coefficients p, p, q in GT. (In Figure 2, arrows indicate waves reflected from inhomogeneities and 
moving back to F). It is natural to assume that, inversely, the boundary response given only for 
0 < t < 2T, determines the coefficients in Equation (2.1) and wave fields u I in GT uniquely. The 
approach to hyperbolic IP proposed in the article is just based upon this idea. Such an approach 
was called by its author, A. S. Blagovestchensky, a local (causal) one [16,17]. In [19-21,23,25,27] 
it was extended to a multidimensional case. 
Figure 2. Reflections of waves and time doubling. 
Let us remark also that the reconstruction of wave fields in natural (ray) coordinates makes 
up an important stage of the approach. The procedure of their reconstruction is the same for 
problems (i)-(iii). So we distinguish the problem of W T recovering via given R 2T as a particular 
one which we call the problem of the wave field continuation (WFC). 
2.6. Boundary Control (BC) Problem 
This is the BC problem: for an arbitrary y E H T to find a control f E F T so that 
u ! (., T) -- y, (2.23) 
i.e., to find an appropriate control that transforms the system from the initial zero state to the 
given final one in the moment T [32,33]. The problem (2.23) is equivalent to the equation 
wT f "-- y, (2.24) 
so that the BC problem is equivalent to the inversion problem for the control operator W T. 
A class of systems (f~, p, p, q), subjected to the approach discussed in the article, is introduced 
in Section 3. 
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3. NORMAL SYSTEMS 
3.1. Solvability of the BC Problem; Controllability 
THEOREM 1. For T < T. 
Ker W T = {0}. (3.1) 
The proof is given in the Appendix. It is based upon the fact that for T < T., mes {D\ f f}  > 0, 
where f2 \ f~T is a subdomain of ~ free of waves for t = T. 
COROLLARY. For T < T. the BC problem may have not more than one solution. 
The range of values of the control operator in the control theory is called the reachable set. 
The solvability of the BC problem (2.23) is closely related to the character of the imbedding of 
this set into H T. Systems atisfying the relation of the type 
clH WT F T = H T, (3.2) 
are called (approximately) controllable [32]. (Here cl is a symbol for the closure). 
REMARK 3.1. The system is called exactly controllable [32] if its reachable set coincides with the 
whole space, i.e., (2.24) is solvable for every y E H T. In the considered case of the Neumann BC, 
the operator W "r is compact (see Remark 2.2). That is why WTF w y£ H T and the system is not 
exactly controllable. It is interesting to note that exact controllability is valid for the Dirichlet 
BC in the one-dimensional case and is invalid for n > 2 [30]. 
It is quite routine for the BC theory that controllability is equivalent to a certain uniqueness 
theorem. In the considered case, it comes out to be the Holmgren-John uniqueness theorem 
concerning the Cauchy problem for (2.1) with data on the time-like surface E w. Let us discuss 
this equivalence in more detail. 
3.2. Dual system; Observability 
The problem 
p va - div (p Vv) + qv = 0, in QT, (3.3) 
VIt=T = 0, Vtbffi T = y E H T, (3.4) 
p avV[,~T = O, (3.5) 
is called dual to the problem (2.1)-(2.3). Its (generalized) solution v = vY(z, t) of the class 
L2(Q T) is considered in [33]. It is shown in this work that there exists the trace v[E T E F T, the 
map y ---, Vr,~T being continuous from H T to F T. 
The dual problem (3.3)-(3.5) originates the continuous linear operator 0 T : H T --, F T, 
oTy := -vr  T, (3.6) 
which is called the observation operator. 
LEMMA 1. For every T > 0 
0 T = [wT] *. (3.7) 
PROOF. Let u ! and v ~ correspond to the smooth f E C~(E T) and y E C~(f2T). Then, 
integrating by parts and taking into account (2.1)-(2.3) and (3.3)-(3.5), we obtain 
0=/  dxdt[pu/tt - div (pVu! )+quY l .v  ~ 
JQ T 
=fndz du v'-ufv ] t=0t=T-/~TdL~d'p[vU0"u/-uYcgvvU] 
+ fnT dzdtu!  [pv~t - div (pVv u) + qv u! 
A 
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so that 
(W T f, y)HT -- Ill dx p(z) tt] (z,t) y(x) 
dr dt t) [-,,'(-f, t)] = (I, 0 T Y)FT. 
These equalities yield Equation (3.7) in view of the density of smooth f and y in F T and H T, 
respectively. | 
COROLLARY.  The density property (3.2) is equivalent to the relation 
Ker 0 T = {0}. (3.8) 
The Corollary is an immediate consequence of the known equality 
Ker 0 T = HT OclH WT F T. 
In the BC theory, systems atisfying (3.8) are called observable. The corollary concerns the 
well-known equivalence of controllability and observability [32]. 
3.3. Connection with the IIolmgren-John Theorem 
THEOREM 2. Let coefficients p,p,q be real-anMytic functions in f~ and let r be a real-anMytic 
manifold. I f  the function v~ solving (3.3)-(3.5) sat/sties the boundary condition 
vr= T = O, 
then H T ~ y = O. 
This statement is an adequate version of the Holmgren-John uniqueness theorem concerning 
the Cauchy problem for the hyperbolic equation (3.3) with data on the time-hke surface 1" x [0, 7]. 
The proof is given in [38] for q = 0 and may be easily extended by means of the results of [39] to 
q # 0. It may be noted that the Holmgren-John theorem is used in [38] to obtain controllability 
for the full state (u1(., T), u~(., T)). 
Theorem 2 yields (3.8). Indeed for y E Ker 0 T, we have v y = 0 T y = 0 that imphes y = 0. 
The generalization of Theorem 2 for p,/~, q E C ~ and r E C ~ was announced by D. L. Russell 
in [32; Theorem 5.1, p. 685]. Unfortunately, there is no proof of this statement and we cannot 
prove it at present. As approximate controllability makes the basis of the proposed approach we 
postulate it in the following definition. 
3.~. Class of Normal Systems (Class N) 
DEFINITION 1. A system (f~, p, p, q) is called normal (belongs to N)  i f  
Ker 0 T = {0}, for all T > 0. (3.9) 
We think that this definition is well motivated by the following heuristic arguments. The 
invalidity of (3.9) means that for some T > 0, there exist velocity perturbations Vtl,fT - Y E 
Ker 0 T initiating waves with abnormal behavior. These waves don't affect r, i.e., 
vl,. T "- O~v[= T = O, 
in spite of the fact that r lies in the domain of influence of supp y. For any smooth continuation 
of p, p, q into R n \ f~, these waves would not propagate out of F/in spite of the absence of any 
obstacles. This is not the case for systems (ft, p, p, q) of the class N. 
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DEFINITION 2. A system (f~, p, p, q) is called norma/ i f  
clH W T F T -- H T for all T > O. (3.10) 
Definition 2 is equivalent o Definition 1 due to the equivalence of controllability and observ- 
ability discussed in Section 3.2. 
Definition 2 yields obviously an important property of normal systems: Let (~, p, p, q) E N 
and {fk}k°°=l be a family of controls complete in F T, i.e., 
ClHT Lin {fk}k°°=l ---- F T, (T > 0), (3.11) 
where Lin is a linear span. Then the family of the induced waves is complete in H T, i.e., 
CIxT Lin {ufk(.,T)}~°=l = H T, (T > 0). (3.12) 
Class N was introduced in [25,27]. Let us repeat that the normality of systems (f~,p,p,q) 
with p, p, q E C~(~) is still unknown because, in the literature, there is no proof of D. Russell's 
results [32]. 
4. RAY COORDINATES 
4.1. Definitions 
Let us associate with a point x lying in the neighborhood of F the pair [7,7"], where r = r(z) 
and 7 is the point on the boundary nearest o z in the metric (2.17): d(z, 7) - r(z). The pair 
[7,1-] is called the ray (semi-geodesic) oordinates of the point z : = z[7, r]. It is well-known (see, 
e.g., [40]) that the ray coordinates are regular in some layer near the boundary. Let Tr be the 
largest of those T for which the ray coordinates are regular in fiT. 
REMARK 4.1. The value Tr may be estimated from below via given a pr/or/information on the 
velocity e and its derivatives up to the second order [22]. 
An eikonal level surface r~ := {z E f~ : r(z) - ~) (0 < ~ _< T), is called a (wave) front; 
F ° := r .  For ~ < Tr the front r~ is a smooth (n - D-dimensional manifold. It is the inner 
component of the boundary f~, f~ being a subdomain of f~ filled with waves at t = ~. 
A level curve l~ := {z E • : x = x[7, r ] r  >_ 0}, i.e., the geodesic normal to the boundary at 
the initial point 7 E F is called a ray, r being the natural parameter along it. For z lying on 
the ray l~ the boundary point 7 is called the (geodesic) projection of z onto F and is denoted by 
7 = ~(x) .  
Rays 17 are known to be orthogonal to fronts r ~ (see, e.g., [40]). 
Figure 3. Ray coordinates. 
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4.2. Correspondence between Cartesian and Ray Coordinates 
Let T < Tr. Transformation from Cartesian to ray coordinates provides the mapping 
i : f~r __. o r  : = r X [0, T], 
= [7, (4.1) 
The set 0 T is the range of ray coordinates. It is convenient for us to consider O r as a copy of 
F × [0, T] different from E r because O T and E T are supports of functions of a different nature. 
Namely functions on E y are controls while functions on $ T appear to be the waves in ray 
coordinates. The mapping i is a diffeomorphism of f~y onto 0 r .  
Let us discuss ray coordinates in more detail. For a fixed x E ~T let Vx C f~T be a (small 
enough) neighborhood of z. Then the projection a(Vx) :=  {a(z') : z' E Vz} C I ~ turns out to 
be a boundary neighborhood of 7 = a(x). If (71, . . . ,  7 n- l )  are some local coordinates on a(Vz),  
then the variables [71, . . . ,  7 n- 1, r] make up a regular coordinate system for Vs. In what follows, 
we denote functions h(z), x E fiT, written in ray coordinates by hi7,1"] = h[71,... ,7 "-1, r ] :=  
h(i-117, r]). 
The Jacobi matrix corresponding to the inverse mapping i -1 : [71,... ,7 n- l ,  r] ~ (z l , . . . ,  z n) 
is denoted by G = {gik[7, r]}in, k=l where 
Ox i O:e i
g ik=-~7 k ,  g ln= Or '  ( i= l , . . . ,n ;  k= l , . . . ,n -1 ) .  (4.2) 
n It induces a matrix M = {mi~[7 , 7"]}i,k= 1 := G" G + ("'~-" is the symbol of transposition): 
mik  " -  
mnn ~- 
, "~"-~' , mkn = rank -" O, 
Or  = 
(i,k = 1 , . . . ,n -  1), 
(4.3) 
Here (., .) is the standard inner product in R n and c = c[7, r] is the wave velocity. Equalities 
mkn = rank = 0 are due to the mentioned orthogonality of rays and wave fronts while the equality 
mnn = c 2 is a consequence of the definition of rays. The matrix M is the matrix of the metric 
tensor in ray coordinates: 
n-1  
(dx)~ = Z m,kb, r] d'lid'[ k + c~[7, r] (dr) ~. 
i , k= l  
Let us introduce the function 
J[7, r] : ' -  c-X[7,r] [ det G[7,r]],  
so that the following relation for elementary volumes in f f  is valid 
dye = dx 1 . . . . .  dx n = c[7, r] J[7,1"] d71 " . . . "  d7 n-  l d1" 
(4.4) 
As the (Lebesgue) measure of an elementary area on r in local coordinates (71, . . .  ,7 n- l )  is 
determined by 
dry = J[7, 0] d71 . . . . .  d7 "-1, 
then 
dx = c[7, r] .  117, r] .  dr~dr,  (4.5) 
where the function j[7,1"] : -  J [y,r]  J-117,0 ] is called the divergence of the ray field (see, 
e.g., [40,41]). 
REMARK 4.2. Values of j have an invariant geometric meaning of the quotient of elementary 
surface measures on F r and F, respectively [40,41]. 
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J.3. Inner Product in Ray Coordinates 
The mapping i defined in Subsection 4.1 induces a transformation 
I T :  y(x) --* ~/[7, r] := y(i-l[7, r]), 
transferring functions defined on a T into functions defined on 0 T. 
Changing variables z to [7, r] in the integral 
= f dx p(~) u(~) z(~), (u, Z)HT 
Jn T 
we obtain, in view of (4.5), the representation 
(y, Z)H~ = d~" dr, d'~,"] cb, rl Jb, ~'] Yb, ~'] ~b, ~'1 
= Jo[- dr'd"~2 b' "1 Vb, "1 ~b, "1, 
function/3 --/3[7, r], 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
4.4. Operator L in Ray Coordinates 
The change of variables z ---* [7, r] provides the transformation f the operator L (2.6) in H T 
into the operator F. := f r  L (IT) -1 in H[T]. In the local coordinate system [71,... ,7 n-l ,  1"] the 
operator F. has the following form: 
LEMMA 2. Operator F. is a second-order differential operator of the form 
(4.9) 
and 
02 n--1 92 n-1 0 0 
i,k=l k=l  
bo[7, z] = p-117, r] q[7, r]. (4.11) 
Let B be the matrix of the main coefficients ofF. 
B={bik[7,r]}~,k=l; bik=bki;bin=O, bnn=- l ,  ( i , k= l , . . . ,n -1 )  (4.12) 
Then the following relations are valid 
B = -c2M-1;  det B[7, r] = (-1)" c2("-1)[7,r] J-217, r]. (4.13) 
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in the Appendix. 
The second relation in (4.13) yields in view of the definition of j, (4.4), and Equation (4.8) 
that 
c~("-~)[7 , r]/2[7 , r] = j3417, r] J~[7, O]l det B[7, r] I, (4.14) 
this equality being used in IP. 
(4.10) 
(y, Z)ttT -- (ITy, IT z)H[T]. 
/3"= ~ = ~/~ > con.t. > O, (4.8) 
being a smooth function on O T. Let H IT] : = L2,/32(0 T) be a Hilbert space with the inner product 
defined by the last integral in (4.7). Then the transformation /T : H T _.~ H[T] turns out to be 
an isometry from H T onto H[T]: 
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4.5. Differential Equation Along the Ray 
In this section, we describe one geometric lemma. It is used below to determine the correspon- 
dence between Cartesian and ray coordinates. Let us remember that everywhere in Section 4 we 
restricted our considerations to the domain ft T for T < Tr so that ray coordinates are regular in 
it. 
Let A = {alk[7, r]}ink=l be a matrix determined via matrix M 
1 0 
aik = ~ "~r mik, (i, k = 1 , . . . ,n  - 1); 
1 0 1 0 (4.15) 
a i .  = -a . i  = m. .  - 2 07  i c2' 
and let Z = {zik[7, r]}i"k= 1 be a matrix of the form 
10  18  
(i = 1,...,n- 1), 
Z := A M -1. (4.18) 
The Jacobi matrix G = G[7, r] (4.2) is the unique solution of the Cauch¥ problem 
8 
8--~ G = Z G, r e (0, T), (4.17) 
0 " G[7,0] = {gik[7, ]}i,k=l, (4.18) 
LEMMA 3. 
the initial data having the form 
OZ i . . 
gin[7,0] = -c[7,0] cos¢i(7); gi,[7,0] = ~-7k (7), (i = 1,...,n;k = I,... ,n -  i). (4.19) 
Here ¢i(7) /s an angle between the outward normal v = v(7) and the axis z i and functions 
zi(7) = zi(71,. . . ,  7"-1), (i = 1,. . . ,  n), define the surface r in It n. 
The proof of this Lemma is given in the Appendix. It is obvious from (4.15) and (4.16) that the 
matrix Zle T depends moothly on [7,1-] so the Canchy problem (4.17) and (4.18) is well-posed. 
Let us explain in advance how this Lemma is used in IP. The inversion procedure proposed 
below to recover/t (see Section 9) provides/%r,  Zlor and the initial data (4.18). Solving the 
Cauchy problem (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain the Jacobi matrix Gi6r, its n-th column being 
Oz/Or = {Oz'~Or [7, r]}~=l- As zk[7, 0] = zk(7) are known, the Cartesian coordinates zk[7, r] 
can be determined by integration: 
~o ~ Ozk zk [% ¢] __ zk [% 0] + ~ [7, r] dr, (0 < ¢ _< T). (4.20) 
Afterwards, we recover/tin r in Cartesian coordinates. 
5. PROPAGATION OF DISCONTINUITIES 
5.1. Dual Problem with Discontinuous Data 
Let us consider the initial-boundary value problem (3.3)-(3.5) 
p v,  - div (/~ Vv) + qv = 0, in 
Vh__T = O, v,i,..T = Y ( ' )Xd ' ) ,  
~{~vVlr T "- 0, 
0 T , (5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where y E C°°(i] T) and Xi = X¢(x) is an indicator function of the subdomain f~T \ f~¢ (0 < ~ < 
T < Tr). The velocity perturbation 
y(z), for f i t  \ f/C, 
vt(z,T) = y(z)X¢(Z) = 0, outside ~r  \t2~, (5.4) 
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is located at the final moment = T in the layer 12 T \ 12f and has a jump discontinuity on the 
front F~ for Ylr~ ~ 0. 
The discontinuity of the data (5.4) yields two discontinuities of the solution. One of them 
moves (in reverse time) towards the boundary and the other moves from it. The latter does 
not affect the boundary for 0 < t < T and is not of interest for our considerations. The former 
reaches I" at t = T - ~ and provides the jump of the velocity v~ on it. The value of this jump can 
be obtain by means of the ray method [40, 41]. Omitting standard calculations let us write out 
the result 
~[7,~] (5.5) v,~(7, t)l,=T_,_o = yb, ~1 ~[7, 01' 
v~ x vanishing identically for T - { < t < T. In view of definition (3.6) 
--vY×l=r = OT (yx{)' 
so that the relation (5.5) takes the form 
} ~[7, ~1 cO OT(yx~ ) (7,T_~_0) y[7,~]/~[7,01 ' - ~ = (Ter ,  0<~<T) .  (5.6) 
5.2. Initial-Boundary Value Problem with Instantaneous Control 
Let us consider the problem (2.1)-(2.3) with f := 1(7)~(t), where 1(7 ) is a function of I' 
identically equal to 1. From the physical point of view, the solution of this problem describes the 
effect of the instantaneous boundary impulse with constant amplitude. Its solution u16 is a wave 
propagating from F towards the interior of F, u 1~ having a jump discontinuity on its wave front. 
It can be obtained by means of the ray method that 
.~'~. = ~-~ [7,01 e(t) + . . . ,  
where 0(t) is the Heaviside function and points . . .  denote the term tending to 0 for t tending to 
+0. So 
{R~r[ 1(.) 6(.)]} (7, +0) - /~-2  [7, 01, (7 • r), (5.7) 
this relation being used to determine J317 ,0]. 
6. ISOMETRY OF OUTER AND INNER SPACES 
6.1. Operator C °" 
In view of the definition (2.2) and Equation (3.7) of Lemma 1, we have for arbitrary f ,  g E F T : 
(uY( • , T), us( • , T))Hr = (WTI ,  wTg)H T -" ( cT f ,  g)F r , (6.1) 
where 
C T : -  0 T W T. (6.2) 
The operator C T introduced in [23] is a nonnegative operator in F T, Equation (3.1) yielding 
Ker C ~" = {0}, (0 < T < T.). (6.3) 
The crucial role of this operator in solving IP is due to the remarkable possibility to represent i
explicitly via given response operator R 2T [23,27,29]. Let S T : F T -.-* F 2T be an operator of the 
odd continuation with respect o t = T 
f(7, t), t E (0, T), 
[sT f](7, t) :-- - f(7, 2T -- t),t E (T, 2T), (6.4) 
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and let Y~ : F ~ ---, F~, (0 < ~ < 2T), be an integral operator 
[Ye/l(7,t):- I(7,t')dt'. 
THEOREM 3. For any T > 0 
39 
(6.5) 
cT .- -- 1 [sT] * y2T R2T sT. (6.6) 
2 
REMARK 6.1. Using the representation (2.5) for the response operator R zr, we can represent 
C a" in the form of an integral operator with a distribution kernel 
= r(7,7', t'). 
6.2. Demonstration f Theorem 3
For arbitrary f,g E C~°(~ T) C F T, let us consider the function 
w19(.,t) := (u J(., s), ug(., t))HT, (0 <_ s, t <_ T). 
Integrating by parts and taking into account (2.1)-(2.3), we obtain 
(o o) /o 
ndz [ul(z, s) div (p Vue(z,t)) - div (pVul(,, s))ua(z, t)] 
=/~ dr~ [u~(7, s) ~(7) 0.~9(7,t) - ~(7) o.~s(7, s) ~9(7, t)] 
= fr dr.v { [RT.f](7, s) g(7, t) --/(7, s) [RTg](7, t) }. 
As the waves u! and ua satisfy initial conditions (2.2) the comparison of the first and the last 
terms of these equalities how that wJa appears to be a solution of the following initial-boundary 
value problem 
(0 0) ~z c9-~2 wla(s,t)= dF~ {[RT f](7, s)g(7,t)-- f(7,s)[RTg](7,t)}, fors, t>0,  (6.7) 
w(,:o -- 0, w(.:o - 0 (6.8) 
'// Wig(S, t) -" ~ dr I d~ { [R2TsT f] (7, ~) [sTg] (7, 0) -- [sT f] (7, ~) [R2TSTg] (7, r/)}, (6.9) 
Hs~ 
where II 't is the domain bounded by characteristics of Equation (6.7) (see Figure 4). 
It follows from the definition ofw/g that the values of this function for 0 < s, t < T are completely 
determined by the behavior of f and g for 0 < s, t < T. It is convenient to continue f and g 
onto the time interval (0, 2T) by means of the operator S T (6.4). This yields the continuation 
of the right-hand side of (6.7) onto 0 < s, t < 2T so that the initial-boundary value problem 
(6.7)-(6.9) may be solved by means of the D'Alambert formula: 
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Figure 4. Domain of integration. 
For s = t = T, Formula (6.9) takes the form 
T 2T--~ 
1 w"(T,T) = ~ /d ,  7 / d~ /rdF.~ { [R2TsTI](7,~)[sTg(7,~7)]--[sT f](7,~)[R2TsTg](7,~) } . 
o 
The oddness of the function [sTf](., ~) with respect o ~ = T is responsible for vanishing of the 
integral over ~ in the second term of the right-hand side in the preceding equality. So 
1/~.~ dr~d~g(7, ~ ) /2T-'T j~[R2T ST f](7,~ )wYg(T'T) = ~ r 
(6.1o) i/y.~ ~=~T-~ 
- ~ T dr.~d~g(7, ~)[y2" I ' . F~2TsTf ] (7 ,~)  ~=rl " 
Let [sT] * : F 2T ---* F T be an operator conjugate to S T. It may be easily shown that 
[sT]*h(7, ~7) = [h(7, '7) - h(7, 2T - ~)]l,e(0,T). 
Then the relation (6.10) may be written as 
wJg(T,T) = (g, _1 [sT] . y2T R2T sT f)F T . 
On the other hand, we have in view of the definition of C T (6.1) 
w'fg(T, T) = (g, cT /)F'r. 
Comparing the last two relations and taking into account he arbitrariness of f and g, we obtain 
Equation (6.6). | 
6.3. Space ¢~T 
Let T < T. and let us provide F T with a new inner product 
(f,g)~bT :=  (cT f, g)F T -~ (wT f, WTg)H T, (6.11) 
this bilinear form being non-degenerate in view of the property (6.3). Let ~T be a completion of 
F T according to the cT-form (6.11), this completion being called the "outer" space as well. It 
contains a certain class of distributions including those of the form f = a(7) 6(t) for a E C(F) 
(see Section 5.2). Unfortunately, we don't know a precise analytic characterization f the space 
@T for dimensions n > 1. 
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In view of the definition (6.11), the operator W T : ¢T ~ H T, D(W T) = F T obviously has to 
be isometric. Let kV T be its continuous extension onto ~T. 
The operator G "¢r can also be continuously extended from F T onto @T, this extension being 
equal to OTpv T. We denote this extension by C T as well. The extended Ca" also has a trivial 
kernel (6.3). For the outer space cT, let us introduce subspaces @~ formed by time-delayed 
controls (2.16) 
@~ := clvrF$_ e = clvTTT_~F e, (0 < ~ < T). (6.12) 
For the inner space H T, let us also consider subspaces of functions localised in the filled subdo- 
mains f~ 
H e := y E H T : supp y C (~, (0 < ~ < T). (6.13) 
PROPOSITION I. Let (~,p, iJ, q) E N. Then W T Js all isometry of ~ T onto H T and 
wT~ ~ - -  H e, (0 S ~ < T). (6.14) 
The validity of (6.14) is an immediate consequence of the definition of W T and the baisc 
property of normal systems (3.10) (where T is replaced by ~ E [0, T]). From the point of view of 
the BC problem, the CT-completion of F T corresponds to the minimal extension of the class of 
controls to provide solvability to the problem (2.23) for every y E H r.  Its unique (generalized) 
solution is given by 
f -- [wT] - ly  E ¢T. (6.15) 
6.4. Projectors pe and pC. Wave Bases 
Let :P6 be an (ortho) projector of cw onto Ce and P¢ be a projector of H a" onto H E. In view 
of (6.13), P6 cuts functions onto the subdomain f~6: 
[P~y](z) = { y(z), z e ~e, (6.16) 
Using the definition of the projectors :pC, pC, we may replace Proposition 1 by the equivalent 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (f/, p, #, q) E N. Then 
wT7 ~ = PeW r, (0 <_ ~ <_ T). (6.17) 
To construct :pC let us take some complete system of time-delayed controls {/k}k°°=l C FT_~ 
C ~,  
cZF~ I, in {f~}k~a = Ff_~, 
and orthogonalize it with respect o the CT-form (6.11). The resulting system e co {hk}k= 1 forms an 
orthonormal basis in Ce so that 
co  
7~ ~"t ,  h~ Th~ (6.18) - -  ~ . .a~"  k)¢  k"  
k=l  
REMARK 6.2. It is necessary to point out that this procedure is quite practicable for IP under 
consideration. Indeed, to carry it out, it is sufficient to know C T, this operator was obtained via 
the given R 2r (see (6.6)). 
Let (ft, p,#,q) be a normal system. Then in view of (6.14) the waves {W'rh~}~°=l form an 
orthonormal (wave) basis in H e so that 
O0 
k=l 
(6.19) 
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6.5. Operator L in Wave Basis 
Let (~, p, p, q) E N. Let us construct asmooth wave basis in H T using the procedure described 
in Subsection 6.4. To this end, we take some complete system of controls in F T so that {fk}k°°__l C 
C~(~'~ T) and CT-orthogonalize it. Then the resulting orthonormal basis consists of controls 
h oo { k}k=l C C~(~-~T). In view of the smoothness property (iii) of Section 2.1, the initiated waves 
{pyThk}~°=l are smooth in ft and satisfy the Neumann boundary condition (2.7). So the wave 
basis {yyThk}~°=l belongs to D(L). Equation (2.1) yields for an arbitrary h E C~(~-~f): 
0 5 [0 ~ ] LWTh = ---ff~)~Th = ]IV T -~-~Th , (6.20) 
the last equality being an obvious consequence of the independence ont of p, p, q (see also (2.11)). 
Substituting h = hk, we obtain 
LWTh~ = W T -~--Thk , (k = 1,2, . . . ) .  (6.21) 
This formula is used below in solving IP. 
7. EQUATIONS OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
7.1. BC Problem of a Particular Type 
Let T < T. and let a = a(x) e C2(~) be quasi-harmonic, i.e., [ div (pV) - q]a = 0 in n. Let 
us also consider the BC problem for a T := pTa E HT: 
uS(., T) -- a T. (7.1) 
The unique solution of this problem is given by formula (6.15): 
f ---- qT :__ [),~)T]-laT • (~T. (7.2) 
Let us emphasize that the control qT may be also characterized in terms of IP [23,25,27,29]. 
THEOREM 4. The control qT is the unique solution t'or the/'ollowing equation 
cT I = ~T a[r -- [Rr]'(~;T pOua[r), (7.3) 
in the outer space ~T. Here ~T = ~T(t ) := T-  t; air,i)valr are traces on r and [RT] * is an 
operator conjugate to R T in F T. 
PROOf. In view of the definition of C T (6.2) and Equations (2.1)-(2.3), we have for an arbitrary 
f • C~(r.r) 
(c r  q T, f )F T = ('V~T q T , )/VT g)H T = (a T, uS( ., T) )HT = (a, uS( ., T))H 
= fd p( )a(x)uS(x,T)= T dr(T-t)uStt(x,t) 
/o /o = dt(T - t) dxa(x)[ air (~(x) Vu¢(x,O) - q(x) uJ(x,t)] 
~Tdt (T -  t) ~ d~euS (x,t)[ div (.(x) Va(x)) q(x)a(x)] 
+ f f  e (T  - t) .£ dr. [a(~).(-r)0~ uS (-~, t) - uS (-~, t) .('r)0~a('r)l 
- /V.T dr. at { (7" - t) a('r) I(~', t) - [RTII (.~, t) (T - t).(.t) O~.('y) } 
= (~Ta[r --[RTl*(~Tlgi)va[r), f )F T. 
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Taking into account the density of f E C~(E T) in F T and comparing the first and the last terms, 
we obtain (7.3). I 
Equation (7.3) is a natural multidimensional nalog of the classical integral equations for 
one-dimensional IP. Namely, for IP (ii) (inhomogeneous string), this equation may be simply 
transformed into the Krein one. For IP (iii) (the Sturm-Liouville problem), it may be transformed 
into the Gel'fand-Levitan equation. 
Let us call Equation (7.3) the Inverse Problem Equation (IPE). 
7.2. Reduced IPE  
Let a(x) be the same as in Section 7.1. and let a ~ := P~a T E H~(O < ~ < T).  It is convenient 
to denote the unique solution of the reduced BC problem 
uY(., ~) = a ~, (7.4) 
by f = ~a ~. Then due to Theorem 4 (where T is replaced by ~), the control ~a ~gives the unique 
solution for the reduced IPE: 
C~f  = ~alr  -[R~]*(~p0valr ). (7.5) 
Using the time-delayed control q~ :-- 7-~T_~ 4a eE ~ C ~T we can rewrite (7.4) in the form 
= = WT7":_  = WTq . (7.6) 
On the other hand, relations (6.17) and (7.2) yield 
a ~ = peaT -- P~)ApTq T -- wTT)~qT a . (7.7) 
Applying the operator [WT] -1 to both sides of (7.6) and (7.7) and comparing the results, we 
obtain 
peqT = q~a = 2"Tr-~ a, (0 < ~ < T). (7.8) 
This formula provides us the way to determine the projections of q~ onto ~ by solving reduced 
IPE. 
Finally let us deduce one useful representation for reduced operators 
C ~ = [7"T_~]*CT:T~'_f, (0 < ~ < T). (7.9) 
Indeed, taking into account he definition of C ¢r (6.2) and Equation (2.14) we have for arbitrary 
f, ge  F~ 
[[T T I* cTTT  - , (C~f ,g)F ,  "-" (UI(' ,~),Ug(',~))H, "" (U IT - ' ( ' ,T ) ,ugT- ' ( ' ,T ) ) f lT  -- ~v T-~. J  T-~] ,g )F ' ,  
these equalities yield (7.9). 
8. WAVE FIELDS IN RAY COORDINATES 
Throughout this section, we suppose (12, p, p, q) E N and T < Tr. 
8.1. Weighted Waves; Space/~[T] 
Let f E (I)T and 
ul (IT, 7"; T] :-'- ITu]( . ,  T)[7, r] = ( ITwTf ) [7 ,  7"] = (w[T l f ) [% r), (8.1) 
be the initiated wave in ray coordinates (4.6). In view of (4.9) and (6.11), /'/' and ),V T are 
isometrics of the relevant spaces o the operator W[T] :=/TvvT is an isometry of ~r  onto H T. 
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DEFINITION. Let/~o[7, "r] = #-~ [7, 0]#[7, r], where/3 is defined by (4.8). Then the function 
aJ [7 , r ;T ]  := #o [7 , rl , /  [7 , ,- ; T] , ([7,~-1 e oT) .  
is called the weighted wave corresponding to the control f. 
We introduce this notion because weighted waves take meaning for more general hyperbolic 
equations and systems and the inversion procedure discussed below starts in their reconstruction. 
Let us introduce the Hilbert space /~[T] := L2,~[. 0](oT), the isometry of H IT] onto ~[T] 
being provided by/~o, where/~o is an operator of multiplication by #o[7, I"]. Then the operator 
)~[T] := ~ow[T] is isometric from 4~ T onto /~[T]. The definition of weighted waves may be 
rewritten in the following form 
~.f = (#oIT~/~T)f = (#o~/v[T])f - -  ~v[T] f , (8.2) 
so that weighted waves belong to ~[T] .  It is convenient o illustrate these considerations by the 
diagram shown in Figure 5. 
Znner Sp~ce 
w~ves  LI~ Car- wo.ves in ~'aL/. 
~es~a~ coo~d~-  coo.di, n~es ° 
~a.l;es ^ 
I T T 
~)(/T ] ,~T 
Co~1; vows ~.e~¢ e.a~ze 
co~t~'oe, s
Figure 5. Spaces and operators. 
8.2. Principal Relations for WFC 
The isometry ~o IT : H T ~/~r[T] induces the operator £ in /~[T] 
:= ~olTIL~olT] -1 = ~o~.~O 1. (8.3) 
The WFC-procedure is based upon the following result 
oo T THEOREM 5. For an arbitrary f 6 C~ (~'~ ), the following relations 
u I [ '7 ,~;T] - - (  ~ (]T ~t  f t ('7, T -~-O) ,  
0 (£~I)[7,~;~ = -- { ~CTTa± [-- ~-~22] I} (7,T--~ --O), 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
are valid. Here [7,~] E e T, 7) t is a projector from ~T onto ~Te~;  7) t :-- E T - 7 )~, E T being 
the identical operator in ~T. 
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PROOF. Let us consider the dual problem (5.1)-(5.3) with y = uY(.,T) = WTf  • H T. Then, 
due to the intertwining property (6.17), 
u ! (', T)Xe(.) = P~ u ! (., T) = P~ W T.f = WTT~e_L.f, (8.6) 
where P~ is a projector from H T onto HTSH ~. So the relation (5.6) takes the form 
-- { ~ oTwTp[ f } (7, T-- '-- O) -- ~o[7,']U![7,'; ~]. (8.7) 
The operator oTw T coincides with the extended CT (see Section 6.3) while the fight-hand side 
of (8.7) is the weighted wave ill. So (8.7) provides (8.4). At last (8.5) follows from (8.4) in view 
of Equation (6.20). II 
COROLLARY 1. Let {hk}~=l, hk • Co°°(~'~T), be a basis Of@ T constructed in Section 6.5. Let 
{fik}~°=l := fi/~ = fik[7,~] := (w[T]hk)[7,~] be the weighted wave basis in f_fiT] corresponding to 
{hk}~°=l. Then foreveryk = 1,2,...  and [7,~] 6 0 T 
fik[7,~] = -- {~-  CTp[hk}  (7 ,T -  ~ - 0), (8.8) 
(8.9) 
COROLLARY 2. Let qT 6 ¢b T (7.2) be a solution of the BC problem (7.1). Then 
fO  TT  } 
f lo[7,~]a[7,~]=-~-~C [qa-ql]  (7, T -~-0) ,  (8.10) 
for every [7,~] 60  T. 
PROOF. Equations (8.8) and (8.9) coincide with (8.4) and (8.5) for f = hk. To prove (8.10) let 
us remark that due to (7.8) 
T qa = ( E T - qT = _ d = qT _ ¢,. 
So (8.10) follows directly from (8.4) taking into account that p~[T] qT = ~oa. II 
8.3. Reconstruction of Weighted Wave Fields 
Just now we are entering upon solving IP. The reconstruction of the operator }~[T] via the 
given R 2T is described in this section; this procedure is the same for all IP under consideration. 
STEP 1. Using Equation (6.6) we find the operator C T via the given R rr. 
STEP 2. By means of CT-orthogonalization f some complete in FT_e and F T systems, we 
construct projectors :pC, (0 < ~ < T), (see Section 6.4) and an (orthonormal) basis {hk}k°°__, C 
C~(Y~f) in cT. 
STEP 3. Using Equation (8.8), we determine the weighted wave basis {~k}~°=l 6 ~[TI and then 
extend ~[r] onto the whole cT by linearity and continuity. 
So the operator ~[T] is reconstructed. 
8.4. WFC in Ray Coordinates 
Having determined p~[T] we reconstruct now the control operator pp[T]. This operator provides 
WFC in ray coordinates (see Figure 5). 
To this end the function flo[7,~] is needed. It may be found by means of different methods for 
different cases. 
STEP 4. Step 4 is devoted to recovering/~o. The detailed description is given in Sections 9-11 
for IP items (i)-(iii), respectively. 
STEP 5. Via the given/30 and ~[T], we construct W IT! =/~-lp~[T] : ~I~T _.+ HIT! ,  this operator 
giving WFC in ray coordinates [7, ~]. 
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8.5. Reconstruction of Coefficients of Operator £ 
To determine I/V T via YV[ T] one has to come back from ray coordinates to Cartesian ones. For 
IP (i)-(iii) the inverse transformation ( IT)- I  is obtained by different methods. In particular in 
two cases we use the coefficients of £. To find them we need the following auxiliary result. 
Let {hk}k°°=l be a basis in ~T constructed previously (Step 2) and let f~o be already known 
from Step 4. Then, multiplying (8.8) and (8.9) by ~o117,~] and using the relation Z: =/~31~/~o 
(see (8.3)), we obtain 
{0 c rp~hk}( - / ,T_ , _O) ,  (8.11) uk[7,~; T] = -j3o117,~] ~- 
(£uk) [7 , , ;7~=f lo l [7 , , ] (~crp~ [0~2 hk] ) (7 ,T - ,  - 0). (8.12) 
Here {uk}~=l = ~-x{fik}~=x = {w[T]hk}~=x is the wave basis in H IT] corresponding to the basis 
{hk)k=x. 
As the right-hand sides of (8.11) and (8.12) are already determined, these formulas may be used 
to reconstruct the smooth wave basis {ut)~=l and its image {Z:uk}~=x. To find the coefficients 
of/ : ,  we use relations 
+ b, tb ,  7-1  + btb, 7-1 + b.[-/, 7-1  + bob, 7-1 -.  = (8.13) 
i,t=l k=l  
(p = 1,2,. . .  ) considered as an algebraic system for bit, bt, bn, bo. 
We summarize our considerations of Section 8.5 in 
STEP 5 t. Using (8.11) and (8.12), we determine the wave basis {ut}t°°__l in H iT] and its image 
{£ut}~°=l. Coefficients bit, bk, bn, bo, (i, k = 1,.. . ,  n - 1), are then obtained by solving (8.13). 
9. INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE SYSTEM (f~,l,p,0) E N, T < Tr 
9.1. Reconstruction of [~OleT 
The determination of flo [% 7-] consists of the omitted Step 4 of the inversion procedure described 
in Section 8. It is based on the quasi-harmonicity of the function l(x) = 1, x E f~, in the 
considered case, i.e., L1 = 0 for L = - div (pV). Due to this fact, flo may be determined by 
means of IPE (7.3) and (7.5). For a = 1(-), these equations take the form 
CITy = toT1; Cef  ---- ~el, (0 < ~ < T). (9.1) 
Let e T, ~ be their (unique) solutions, e T E oT, e~ := TT~ ~ E ~.  Substituting them into 
Equation (8.10), we obtain 
~o[-/,,] = -- { ~ CT (er -- e') } (-/,T -- , -- O), (9.2) 
for every [-/,~] E O r .  So in this case, we proceed as follows: 
STEP 4. By means of (7.9), we construct C ~, (0 < ~ < T), via the given C T. Solving Equa- 
tions (9.1) with these C T, C e, we find e T, ee. Then, using (9.2), we determine f~0[-/,~]. 
9.2. Tension in Ray Coordinates 
7" n Having already carried out Step 5', we possess the matrix B = {bit['/, ]}i,t=l, for every 
[7,~] E O T (see (4.12) and Section 8.5). Taking into account he relation c 2 = p-lp = p (see 
Section 2.1) we obtain in view of (4.14) 
phi7 , r] = j3217, 7-] fH[% 0] J217, 0]1 det B[% 7-]1, (9.3) 
the function J[% 0] being known for the chosen local coordinates on F (see Section 4.2). 
STEP 6. Using the formula (5.7), we obtain j31%0]. Then we determine P[7, 7-] by means of 
Equation (9.3). 
The completive part of the procedure is purely geometric. Having determined the velocity c in 
ray coordinates, we determine the mapping i -1 : O T ---, ~T. 
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9.3. Returning to Cartesian Coordinates 
The matrix B and the coefficient # = c 2 being known, we are able to construct the matrix Z 
determining the evolution of G along the ray (4.17). For this end, we use formulas (4.13) and 
(4.15) and the definition of Z (4.16). Taking into account hat the function 
c[7,0] = ~217,0], (7 E r), (9.4) 
is already known, the matrix Z and the initial data for the Cauchy problem (4.17) and (4.18) are 
available. 
STEP 7. We construct c[7,0]1 r using (9.4). Then we find MIoT, Aio r and Zio r using (4.13), 
(4.15) and (4.16), respectively, via the known Blo T and PloT" 
STEP 8. Solving the Canchy problem (4.17) and (4.18) we determine the Jacobi matrix GIo r . 
Integration of its last column yields {xk[7, r]}~=l, [7, 7"] E O T ( see (4.20)). 
The mapping i -1 : O T ---, 12 T in Equation (4.1), 
= x = (9 .5 )  
determines returning from ray coordinates to Cartesian ones and induces the operator (/¢)-1 : 
H IT] ~ H r 
{(IT)-t h[., .]}(x) = h[i(x)]. (9.6) 
The following Step concludes the procedure. 
STEP 9. The operator ( / z ) - i  is determined by means of (9.5) and (9.6). Using it, we recover 
the tension P la t  = (/T)--lpIoT and the extended control operator W T : ¢~T ~ H T, ~vT = 
( f )- l Wtr]. 
The IP (i) is thus solved. 
10. INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE SYSTEM (f~,p,l,0) E N, (T< Tr) 
10.1. Reconstruction of /~oloT 
As in Section 9, we begin with the description of/~o-reconstruction in ray coordinates (Step 4 
of the procedure in Section 8). This procedure is quite the same as in Section 9.1 because the 
function l(z) remains to be quasi-harmonic for the operator L = --p-lA, where A = div (grad) 
is the Laplace operator. 
10.2. Returning to Cartesian Coordinates 
The method of the determination f coordinates functions z t [7,1"], [7, ~'] E O T, was put forward 
in [27] and is based upon the fact that the coordinate functions zt = zt(.) are quasi-harmonic, 
i.e., Lz k = 0 in ~. So IPE (7.3) and (7.5) may be used to find these functions in ray coordinates. 
For a = z k, k = 1,.. . ,  n, Equations (7.3) and (7.5) take the form 
cT f  -- tcT:c~r -- [RT]*(t¢ T cos@kiT), C6f = tc~x~r - [/~]*( t¢6 cos@~lr), (0 < ~ < T), (10.1) 
q/~(3') being an angle between the outward normal u = v(7) and zk-axis (see also (4.19)). 
Let qT, ~ be the (unique) solutions of these equations, q~ = 7"T_¢ ~ : qT E @T, q~ E 4~. 
Substituting them into (8.10), we obtain 
f 0 cT T q~]}(7,T 0), (10.2) • = - - - 
for every [7,~] E ST, k= 1, . . . ,n.  
Remember previous teps and then make use of Equation (10.2). 
STEPS 1-5'. Steps 1-5' are carried out in just the same way as in Section 8 and Subsection 9.1. 
We note only that Step 5' is not necessary in this ease. 
STEP 6. Solving IPE (10.1), we obtain qT, q~. Substituting them into (10.2), we determine Z~e v
in ray coordinates. 
STEP 7. Using the coordinate functions, we reconstruct the mapping i -1 (see (9.5)) and the 
operator (/T)- I  (see (9.6)). By means of (/T)- I ,  we determine the control operator W T : ~T _.+ 
H T, W T -- (/T)-I~v[T]. So the WFC problem is solved. 
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10.3. Recovery of the Density PInT 
To recover p, let us remark that, in view of Equation (4.3), 
k=l \ ~gr [7,~] = \0 r  Frr = c217'~] = P-117'~]' (10.3) 
for every [7,~] G On". The last equality in (10.3) is valid for systems (f~,p, 1,0) due to the fact 
that c 2 = p-1/j (see Section 2.4). 
STEP 8. Using (10.3), we find Pier and then recover PInT = (/T)-lPleT" 
The IP (ii) is thus solved. 
11. INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE SYSTEM (~, 1, lq) G N, T < Tr 
11.1. Reconstruction of flOleT 
The reconstruction of j3o (Step 4) for the equation utt - Au + qu = 0 is based upon the fact 
that e = 1. So the ray field consists of the straight lines normal to r and all properties of this 
field including the divergence j and/30 = j l /2  (see (4.8)) are available for given ~. Moreover, the 
mapping i -1 (9.5) and the operator ( /T) - I  (9.6) are already known a priori. 
11.~. Inversion Procedure 
STEPS 1-5'. Steps 1-5' are carried out in just the same way as in Section 8, /30let being available 
for the given fL 
STEP 6. Using the known operator ( / ' r ) - i  and alredy found Wtr] (see Step 5), we determine 
the control operator in Cartesian coordinates W T : ¢ r  ~ H a", Wa" = ( /r) - lw[a"l .  
So the WFC problem is solved. 
STEP 7. Equation (4.11) in the considered case takes the form b01er = qler' providing the stiff- 
ness of q in ray coordinates. Returning to Cartesian coordinates, we recover qler = ( /T)- lq ler"  
The IP (iii) is thus solved 
12. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
12.1. T > Tr 
An attempt to extend this approach to larger times meets several difficulties as there appear 
singularities of the ray field and the mapping i fails to be one--to--one. Nevertheless, the procedures 
of Sections 8-11 may be generalized to T > Tr. We mention here only the main ideas of this 
generalization (for details see [27]). 
(i) Let w G f~ be the set of points connected with r by more than one minimal geodesic. This 
set is called "cut locus" in geometry (see e.g. [42]). As it may be shown, mesR,w = 0, so 
ray coordinates turn out to be regular on the subset f2 \ ~ of the full measure. 
(ii) Ray method for discontinuities propagation remains valid for f2 \ w. 
These observations enable us to extend the procedure of WFC and coefficients recovering onto 
f~ \~.  
12.2. Other Generalizations 
The approach is valid also for other types of boundary controls, for example for Dirichlet 
control u[~.r -- f with the response operator R T : f ~ avu~r r . Attempts to extend the approach 
onto systems with several velocities are under consideration now. 
If the Holmgren-John theorem is valid for Equation (2.1) with finitely smooth coefficients 
(see [32]) then the method is applicable to such cases. 
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12.3. Numerical Testing 
The approach was tested numerically for the one-dimensional IP for an inhomogeneous 
string [26,28]. The numerical experiments have shown its efficiency giving possibility to recover 
non-monotone densities p without using any regularization algorithm. An attempt to calculate 
the two-dimensional case for the equation pu, - A u -- 0 was not successful. The difficulty, 
which was not overcome until now, is due to the fact that the series of spectral data of the type 
of (2.9) converges too slowly. So it is impossible to calculate the elements of the Gram matrix 
(cTfi, fk)FT necessary to solve IPE. However, we hope that the use of more efficient computers 
(we used PC \ AT) would enable us to overcome this difficulty. 
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APPENDIX  
A1.  Sketch  of  P roo f  of  Theorem .[ 
Let u ] - be a continuation of ul o, uto the whole time-axis 
I ul(~,t), t ~ (-oo, T), 
u1-(x~'t)= -u ] (%2T- t ) ,  te [T ,  oo), 
u f beirq~ a solution of (2.1)-(2.3). Let J -  be an analogous continuation of f 
{f(~,t), t ~ (-oo, T), 
f -  = - f ( '~ ,2T- t ) ,  te [T ,c~) .  
Functions u]_. and f _  are odd with respect to t = T and for I t -T  [> T, ul_(.,t) = O, f_( . , t )  = 0 in view of 
(2.2). It ]auLy be shown that 
p~-~ -- div ( .V )  -{- q u] (x,t) = -2p(x)u l (x ,T)6 ' ( t  - T) (A1) 
O~u ! = f_ ,  (A2) P" -- rx l  
where ,~e is the derivative of the Dirac 6-~[unction. It appears in (A1) due to a possible jump of u/_( -, t) at t ---- T. 
For'./ '  < T , , le t  9 E Ker W T C F T • ~Ne~lshow thatg  =0.  Forg E Ker W T, we have u0(., T) = wTy=o,  
so that (A1) and (A2) take the form 
2 ]u '  R, (A3) p~- -  d lv (~W)+q _=0,  in f~x 
/~0~,ln Tug- = 9- .  (A4) 
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As the solution u g vanishes identically in the unfilled subdomain ~ \ t~ T for 0 < T < T., the same is true for its 
odd continuation 
ug_(x,t) = o in {~/~T)  × R. (AS) 
The Fourier transforms with respect o t 
// 1 ~'~%g (.,t)dt,g_(.,~):= FLq-(., 01 ug_(.,w) = F[ug_(.,t)] := ~ 
satisfy, in view of (A3) and (A4), the following equations 
[d iv  (#V) -q - l -w2p]ug_(x ,w)=O,  for xE~,  (A6) 
~,a,., ~g-(~)tr = g-(,,,), (AT) 
while (A5) transforms into 
~_(~,~)=o,  for ~e~\~ r .  (A8) 
In view of (A6) and (AS), u g - appears to be a solution of the homogeneous elliptic equation vanishing in the 
subdomain t~ \ ~T of a positive measure. Due to the known uniqueness theorem [43], 
ug_(x,~)=0 in ~l, 
so that 
#_(- ,w)  = a~ ~!( . ,W)l  = = O. 
By means of the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain 
9-1rx~ = O, 9 = g--[E T = O. 
So the assumption g E Ker W T yields g = 0. I 
For detailed proof see [30]. 
Ag. Proof of Lemma 2 
Let z k = z k (x 1 . . . . .  xn), k = 1 . . . .  , n, be a smooth non-degenerate change of variables x ~ z. Then 
0 ~ Oz ~' 0 
Ox""T = 2~ ~xi 3z k ' 
kffil 
02 
OziOz k 
i,kffil (A9) 
n 0 
_ p-1 ~{.A=z h + (V~., ~ z~)} ~'~k + p-~q. 
Let G be the Jacobi matrix for the inverse change of variables z ~ x 
n . 
G = {g~k}~,k=l, g~ = Ozk" 
{Oz~ "~n is the inverse to G that The matrix ~-'~- f i,~= 1 SO 
{(V~ z ~,v~ ~ " }}~,~=~ = [G-~]+G -~. (AlO} 
Let 
B {b,k}i,k--1, bik = - -P - I#(v= z',  Vx Zk), (A l l )  
be the matrix of the main coefficients of the operator (A9). Comparing (A10) and (A l l )  and taking into account 
that  p - l#  = c 2, we obtain 
B = -c2[G-1]+G -1. (A12) 
In view of the definition of matrix M (4.3), Equation (A12) yields the first of Equations (4.13) 
B = -c~M -~. 
For z = ['./~,... ,..fn-l,~.] being the ray coordinates, we find by means of the definition of J (see Section 4.2) and 
Equation (A12) 
J2c2 = [det  G] ~ = I det c2B -1 ] = C2n~ det BI -~, 
the second Equation (4.13} 
I det BI = c 2(n-l)J-2 
being the immediate consequence of the preceding equations. I 
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A3. Proof of Lemma 3 
The change of variables x --* [% ~'] is non-degenerate so the vector components of the 3acohi matrix G, i.e., 
vectors Ox/O~ 1 . . . . .  Ox/~ n- l ,  8x/&r form a basis in R n. The matrix M of the metric tensor (4.3) is just the 
Gram matrix of this basis. 
To find coefficients of the expansion of the second order derivatives O2x/0~'O'~ 1 . . . .  ,02x/O'rO~/n-1 , O2x/O~ "2
over this basis, we need some auxiliary relations 
o ,2 'o . )  = ~ ~ :=  °" " ;  \Y~'~' ~ = 2 o-y' :="" ' ;  
(AI3) 
(o2= o=) ~om,,, los= o=)lore.,  
=~-"a"~Td '="~n; \0~'a~'~J '  = 2 0"r =""  ( i , k=Z .. . . .  n_Z) .  0.r0. , f i  ' ~"~T 
Let us prove for example the last of Equations (A13); the others can be obtained similarly. We have 
~o. o~) o(o. o.)_(o, o~.) 
0~0.yk • 
On the other hand, in view of Equations (4.3), 
o,: o:) , /o:o.)(o. o,.~ (o: o,.) a~-a..d' ~ = a~ E~~' ~ - ~;~' o%~o%k ] = - ~ '  ~o%k " (AlS) 
so that 
The equality (A15) yields 
~;Y4, '~ . , ,  = ~'  o,-o~,,,)' 
so (A14) takes the form 
(o~. o.) o ~o~. o.) 
these equations being equivalent to those under consideration. 
Rewriting (A13) in matrix form 
we obtain 
8 
~-~G ffi A[G+] -1 = A[G-1] + G-1G -- AM-1G = ZG; 
this formula coincides with (4.16). The validity of the initial data (4.19) follows obviously from the definition of 
the Jacobi matrix G. 1 
